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JOHN MARTIN FISCHER

INCOMPATIBILISM

(Receivedin revisedform 3 December,1981)

Various philosophershave formulated argumentsfor the incompatibilityof
freedom and causal determinism.' CarlGinet has recently presentedsuch an
argumentin a particularlylucid way.2 It has been noted that this sort of argument can be readily transformedinto an argumentfor the incompatibility
of moral responsibility and determinism.3 I shall set forth in a compact
way the structure of Ginet's argument.I then show how the compatibilist
might respond to both incompatibilistarguments- about determinismand
freedomand determinismand responsibility.
1. GINET'S ARGUMENT

I shall discuss a reformulatedversion of the argumentpresentedby Ginet in
his article, 'The conditional analysisof freedom'.4In orderto set out Ginet's
argument,some definitionsare necessary.
Determinism(D) is the thesis that, for any giventime, a complete
description of the state of the world at that time, together with
a complete statement of the laws of nature,entailsevery truth as
to what happensafter that time.
p = df. It was in S's power at t to make it the case that p.
S made it the case that p just in case p is true and there was
some action of S's, S's V-ing,suchthateitherp entailsthat S V-ed
or there is some propositionq such that S's V-ingcausedit to be
the case that q andp entailsq.5
[sJp=df.
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p=

p
p=

df. p &(S)

W

tp (i.e., it was in no one's power at t
to make it not the case that p).

j

df. p & (S)(t)
Sp (i.e., it was never in anyone's
power to make it not the case that p).

'at' is a variablethat rangesover propositionsas to what happens
at or after t.
'bt' is a variablethat rangesover propositionsat to what happens
before t.
'g' is a variablethat rangesover universalpropositions.
'p' is a variablethat rangesover propositionsabout what happens.
Now we introduce the following assumptionsabout the logic of the operator,

(a)~~~

(p)

D I P)
MPO

~ zFP(pD q) &n p.:) PIq]

('f)

(t) [E2t(pDq)&MtPDWMtq]
D](g)(g is entailedby the laws of natureD [j

(6)

(t) (bt) [] (bt D mP t bt)

g)

Assumption(,B)is a reformulationof a crucialruleof inferenceGinet adopts in
his proof; Ginet calls the rule, "modus ponens for relativepower necessity":
SpDq)&[l

Sp ..'PSq

Ginet defends this rule (and thus also (,B))as follows:
Surely this is a valid form of inference,on any reasonableunderstandingof 'It was in
S's powerat t to makeit the case that' (or 'At t it wasopen to S to makeit the case that'
or 'At t S could have made it the case that'). Suppose,for example,that (first premise)
if (p) it rainedthis afternoonthen (q) the fresh painton the house is ruined,andit was
not in S's power this morning(t) to make it the case that it would rain this afternoon
but the paint would not be ruined.Supposealso that (second premise)it did rain this
afternoonand it was not in S's powerthis morningto makeit the case that it wouldnot
rain this afternoon.Surely it follows that (conclusion)the paint is ruinedandit wasnot
in S's power this morningto makeit the case that the paint wouldnot be ruined.6
('y) expresses our powerlessness to determine the laws of nature, and (6)

expressesour powerlessnessto determinethe past.
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Ginet'sargumentcan now be presentedsuccinctly as follows:
(I)

?l {D D (t)(at) [at D (3bt)(3 g) such that:
1. bt & the laws of natureentail that
g & F(g&bt .Dat)
2.
E(gD.btDat)
3. F:. t(g D. bt D at)

g

4..*

(II)
(III)

1
2,

1 y

Dat).
5. 2(btat
6. (Bt(btD at)
...
7. Ebtt
8 . Rt at]}

3,

6...67,,B

D QPt at)]
][DD(t)(at)(at
E [D:D(t)(p)(pDErPtp)

(IV)

I[DD(p)(p

I
11,6

WJP)]

1I. EXTENSION

4,0

5, dfs.
1, 6

1II1df.

OF THE ARGUMENT

The argument can be transformedinto an argument for incompatibilism
about determinismand moralresponsibilityas follows:
X

m

p = df. p & no one is responsiblefor its being the case that p.

s p =df. p & S is not responsible
for its beingthe casethatp.

'as' rangesover propositionsas to what happensafterS beginsto
exist.
'bs' rangesover propositionsas to what happens before S begins
to exist.
The assumptionsareeasily transformedas follows:

(a')

ElO M (P

(j3')

2(pD3q)&Jp.DJq)
(s)O ([JS(pDq)&JMsp
DjMMSq)
entailed
is
the
of natureD
laws
(g)(g
by
El
(S)(bs) L (bs D EMS bs)

(,Y')
(6')

P)

JRg)

It is obvioushow, given the reinterpretations
just presented,Ginet's argument
can be converted into an argumentfor incompatibilismabout determinism
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and responsibility;the argumenthas the same form as the argumentfor incompatibilismabout determinismand freedom. I include the argumentin an
appendix.
III. THE COMPATIBILIST'S

RESPONSE

Suppose that in possible world WS does not V at t1 (t1 > to); in W determinism is true and -p(to) is also true. Imaginethat there is a possibleworld
W' (suitably related to W)7 in which S V's at t1 and in which p(to) obtains.
That is, we suppose that V-ing is something the compatibilist intuitively
wants to say that S can do at t1. PerhapsS's V-ingat t1 would be S's raising
his arm at t1 (S is a normal agent in normalcircumstances).We also imagine
here that the causal laws which obtain in W are such that S V's at t1 only if
p obtainsat to.
Given (for the moment) that S cannot determinethe laws of nature, is it
true that S has the iower at t1 in W to V at t1? That is, though -p(to)
obtains in W, is 4>t p(to) true in W?It follows from determinismthat if
e tS(S V's at t, ) is true in W,then it is in S's power at t1 in Wto make it the
case that p(to).
But what is it to make it the case that a certainpropositionis true?Ginet's
notion of "makingit the case that a proposition obtains" is ambiguousin a
criticalway;'disambiguation'will be illuminating.
Supposep(to) is the proposition that event e occurs at to. Thereare now
two interpretationsof "S has it in his power at t1 to make it the case that
p(to)":

(i)
(ii)
Let

''5

S has it in his power at t1 to causee's occurrenceat to, or
S has it in his power at t, to performsome act e* such that if
e* were to occur, then e would have occurredat to.
p(to)'symbolize (i),which is Ginet's intended interpretation,and

let 's
p(to)' symbolize(ii).8
Now the compatibilist will readily admit that K" p(to) is false in W,
since one cannot 'determine'or causally affect the past; that is, the compatibilist can unite with the incompatibilistin rejectingthis sort of backwards
causation. But the compatibilistwill insist that <KS p(to) does not follow
from the truth of KX4(S V's at tl) and determinismin W(together with
the unalterabilityof the laws of nature). All which follows is:o7tp(to).9
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But this can be true and unproblematic,accordingto the compatibilist.If
S's V-ingis in his power at tl, then S can so act at t1 (perform V) that the
past would have been different from what it was; but this involves an innocuous, non-causalcounterfactual.
Thus, the compatibilistwill accept the truth of

(a)~t21S p(to)
and

(b)

[pStl

[-p(to) D -(S V'sat tl)

but deny that (a) and (b) entail
'I (SVsat t).

(c)

The compatibilistmust reject(,B),but (,B)can be replacedby a principlewhich
the compatibilistbelieves underliesthe plausibilityof Ginet's(a). Let 'W!P'
abbreviate'p & -< -p'. The compatibilistwill replace(0) with:

(f3*)

D

[PJ(p Dq)&P*p.'DEq]

(t)[: [T5 t(pDq)&

t P-D

3P t q

The compatibilist argues that (,B)robs it plausibilityfrom (,B*);instances
of (,B)appear valid only becausethey fail to be distinguishedfrom the corres-

pondinginstancesof (,*). Ginet'sown examplecan be understoodas an
instanceof (,B*).If it's not in my power this morningso to act that it wouldn't
rain this afternoon, and it's not in my power so to act that if it did rainthis
morning,then it wouldn't ruinthe freshpaint on the house, then given that it
does rain this morning,it follows that it is not in my power this morningso
to act that the freshpaint on the house wouldn't be ruined.
The compatibilistsays that in attemptingto justify (t), the incompatibilist
is implicitly relying on (,B*).Since whenever P* p is true, EPp will also be
true, Ginet is relyingon cases in which QPp is true in virtueof EP p. When

(d)

P* p

and
(e)

F

(p D q)

are both true, it follows that

(f)

qEEq
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is true(by (E*)).Hencewhen (d) and (e) aretrue, the followingwill all be true:
(d')

(e')

1Ip
(P D q),

and

(f')

IIq.

But this willnot be because(d') and (e') entail (f'). Further,sometimes'0 p'
is truewhile _P_p is false. In these cases, it might be that (d') and (e') are
true but (f') is false.
Of course, in order to establishthat (,) is unacceptable,the compatibilist
must produce an examplein which 'jfl p' and 'M (p D q)' areboth true and
'M q' is false. Consider a case where determinismis true and an ordinary
agent A fails to scratchhis back at time t; suppose also that he would have
scratchedhis back at t if he had chosen to do so, and nothing preventedhis
so choosing. Imaginethat some condition C obtainedat t- (priorto t) which
causally necessitated the person's failure to scratch his back. In a case like
this, the compatibilistmight agreewith the incompatibilistthat

WpA C (t-)
is true, since no agent can determinethe past, and that

ft A [C(t-)

D (A fails to scratchhis back)]

is true, since no agent can determinethe laws of nature.But the compatibilist
will nonethelessinsist that

(A failsto scratchhisback)
EEA
is false, since it is withinA's power at t to scratchhis back.
While the compatibilistclaims that this very ordinarykind of case shows
(() to be invalid, the case is essentiallycontroversial.This is what makes (,B)
such a focal point in the free-willdebate; any counter-exampleto it appears
to be essentiallycontroversial(or perhapsquestion-begging).
The compatibilist
will need to rest his case on independentgrounds,and then show how it is a
consequence of such a theory that in the case discussedabove,A is free at
t to scratchhis back. It would then follow that ((3)is invalid.But this depends
on the force of the compatibilist'sindependentreasons.
It might be arguedthat just as the incompatibilisttradeson the ambiguity
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of (6) and (,B), he also trades on the ambiguity of ('y). Consider the two
propositionspresentedby van Inwagen:'O
(A)
(B)

Nothing ever travelsfasterthan light.
Jones, a physicist, can constructa particleacceleratorthat would
cause protons to travelat twice the speed of light.

van Inwagenclaims that (B)'s truth entails that (A) does not expressa law of
nature. But the compatibilist can accept this claim without accepting ("y),
suitably interpreted.The compatibilistcan agreethat Jones doesn'thave it in
his power to cause a violation of a naturallaw; (B) expressesthe claim that
Jones can cause protons to travel faster than light. In other words, (B) says
that Jones can build a machine at a particulartime which will cause protons
to travelfasterthan light (at some later time) and the protons'travelingfaster
than light will be a resultof Jones' activity.
Whilethis sort of conclusionmay be unpalatable,it is not entailedby compatibilism. The compatibilist(who denies ('y)) says that one can sometimes
so act that a law which does hold wouldn't hold, but the violation of the law
needn't be a result of one's activity. Indeed,it might be the case that one can
so act that there would have been a violation of law immediatelyprior to
one's activity.'1
Suppose now that p is the proposition that law 1 does not obtain. There
are two interpretationsof "S has it in his power at t1 to make it the case
that p":
(i)
(ii)

S has it in his power at t, to cause a violationof 1, or
S has it in his power at t, so to act that 1wouldn't obtain.

While van Inwagen may be correct to say that (B)'s truth requiresthat (A)
not express a naturallaw, this does not supPort('y) on interpretation(ii); it
only supports(y) on interpretation(i). (van Inwagenhimself, in contrast to
Ginet, believes('y) shouldnot use interpretation(i).) Rejectionof ('y)gives rise
to what might be dubbed (borrowing David Lewis' phrase) "local-miracle
compatibilism".
We can now produce a more general compatibilist response to Ginet's
argument.The responseis as follows: either(i) or (ii) is the correctkind of interpretationof Ginet's'' 5 p'. Supposefirstthat(i), the causalinterpretation,is
correct. Then (y) and (6) will be true, but not (3). Hence, 1 (5) doesn't follow
from 1(3) and 1(4);and 1(8) doesn't follow 1(6) and 1(7). Supposenow that (ii),
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the non-causal interpretation, is correct; it follows that (,B)interpretedas
(3*)) will be true, but either (,y) or (6) will be false. Hence, either 1(4) doesn't
follow from I(1), or 1(7) doesn't follow from I(1). Some compatibilistssay
that one can sometimes so act that the past would have been different,while
others say that one can sometimes so act that the laws would be different.12

IV. EXTENSION

OF THE RESPONSE

It is useful to note that the compatibilist response sketched above can be
transformedinto a response to the incompatibilistabout responsibilityand
determinism.Consider 'R s p. There are two interpretationsof ' E Sp,
based on two interpretationsof "S is not responsiblefor its being the case
that p". On the causal interpretation,('y') and (6') will be accepted by the
compatibilist,but not (('). And on the non-causalinterpretation,((3')will be
accepted,but either(-y') or (6') will be rejected.
Supposep is the propositionthat eventf occurredat to, some time before

S's birth.Nowtherearetwo interpretations
of 'JQ Sp':
(i)

f occurredat to andS is not responsiblefor causingthe occurence
off at to,

(ii)

f occurredat to andS is not responsiblefor any action (omission)
which is such that were he not to performit (it not to occur),
thenf would not have occurredat to.

or

Considerinterpretation(ii), symbolized by 'R* Sp'. SupposeS clencheshis
fist at t1. Imagine again that determinismis true and that p obtained, and
that some suitable relation holds between S's clenching his fist and p obtaining - p only if S clenches his fist at t1. It is open to the compatibilist
to argue as follows. S is responsiblefor clenchinghis fist at t1 (since he is
a normal agent in normal circumstancesand certainlycould have done otherwise at tl); hence, S is responsiblefor some action which is such that were he
not to performit, eventf wouldn't have occurredat to. Thus the compatibilist
might arguethat
Sp is false in this ordinarycase and so (6') is false (on
interpretation(ii)). Of course, it is also open to the compatibilist to deny
(,y') on similar grounds. The general strategy of response is parallel to the
strategy of responseto the incompatibilistabout determinismand freedom.

I
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V. SUMMARY

By adopting interpretation (i) instead of (ii) of 'is
p'. Ginet's argument for incompatibilismis vulnerable in a way in which van Inwagen's
similar argument is not.13 While the compatibilist claims that on (ii), (,B)
[(13*)]is truewhileeither(y) or (6) is false, the incompatibilistclaimsthat ('y)
and (6) are both analytically true (on (ii)). I believe that one's assessment
of the standardargumentfor incompatibilismdepends on one's view about
the incompatibilist'sclaim.
I want to discuss one final point about the incompatibilist'sargument.
It is importantto note that the incompatibilistis not committed to the incoherence of backwards causation. Suppose we agree with Dummettt4 that
backwardscausation is conceptually coherent. Suppose, that is, that in some
possibleworldsthere exist chainsof causationextendingbackwardin time (as
well as forward).We need to alter(D) to
(D*)

Determinism is the thesis that, for any given time, a complete
description of the state of the world at that time, together with
a complete statement of the laws of nature,entailsevery truth as
to what happensat every time.

Now the incompatibilist will argue that with respect to forward-flowing
causal chains, (6) is true, but with respectto backward-flowingcausalchains,
(6*) is true:

(6*)

(t)(at)

Fl (at:) [Et at).

That is, when one's action is part of a backward-flowingcausalchain, the incompatibilistwill claim that one cannot so act that the futurewould be different from what it actually is (will be). The sameintuitionswhich ground(6)
ground(6*). Hence the incompatibilistresult is achieved(if the argumentis
sound), even in a world with backwardscausation.(6), suitably interpreted,
is supposedto be a necessarytruth, even if the fact that there is no backwards
causationis only a contingenttruth.15
Yale University
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APPENDIX

The Incompatibilityof Determinismand MoralResponsibility

I.

{(D D (S)(as) [as D (]b5)(3g) s.t.:
1. bs & the laws of natureentail that g & El (g & bs.D as)
2...
(g D . bs D as)
3. .XjN(gDbsDas)
g
4.
5. [
bsDas)

3,44,

6..

5, dfs.

g

7. .*
8.

II.

E

III.

(RJ(bs Das)

1,'

JSb8
Sas]}

6,7,4'

[DD(S)(as)(as D [
[D D (S(p)(p DE

df. (D)
1
2,a'
I
"y1

as)]

I
II, df

Sp)]
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